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Case report
A 15-year-old healthy male presented with an ocular injury sustained 
while playing basketball. He described a finger poke incident with 
the contact made with the lower aspect of his right eye. Immediately 
following the injury, he described loss of vision of the right eye. On 
presentation to the emergency eye clinic 2 hours later, his visual 
acuity was no light perception in the right eye. A right relative afferent 
pupillary defect was present. A conjunctival tear and associated 
chemosis was present in the inferior bulbar conjunctiva. A micro-
hyphaema with 2+ red cells was found in the anterior chamber but the 
cornea, lens and intraocular pressure were all normal. Examination of 
the posterior segment revealed localized vitreous haemorrhage arising 
from the disc. The disc itself appeared disorganized and recessed 
behind the globe with an obvious defect in the disc superiorly (Figure 
1). Gentle palpation of the globe during fundus examination showed 
that some streaks of vitreous haemorrhage adjacent to the disc were 
mobile and could pass through the disc defect with gentle palpation 
and return into view on release of palpation. There was retinal pallor 
affecting the superior temporal and nasal aspects of the retina (Figure 
2). A B-Scan ultrasound demonstrated alteration in the normal 
contour of the optic nerve/ globe junction and hypo echogenic area 
adjacent to the nerve (Figure 3). MRI of the brain and orbit showed 
disruption in the area of lamina cribrosa of the right eye (Figure 4). At 
3 weeks following the injury, progressive dense vitreous haemorrhage 
prevented visualization of the posterior pole (Figure 5). Subsequent 
follow up after one month showed that the vitreous haemorhage 
disperse spontaneously, with persistent optic nerve disorganization 
and no improvement in vision. 

Figure 1 Fundus picture showing Optic Nerve Avulsion.

Figure 2 Wide field fundus image demonstrating superior retinal pallor 
secondary to optic nerve pallor.

Figure 3 B scan ultrasound demonstrating vitreous haemorrhage, altered 
optic nerve/globe junction and hypoechogeneic area posterior to globe.

Figure 4 Axial T2 weighted MRI image of orbit demonstrating widened and 
altered nerve globe junction.
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Abstract

Optic nerve avulsion is a rare but serious presentation of ocular trauma. It is 
characterized by disinsertion of the nerve fibers from the globe at the level of the 
lamina cribrosa. It is usually associated with a decelerating injury of significant 
momentum and usually results in a severe and permanent visual loss.1,2 Here we 
report a patient with optic nerve avulsion secondary to a sporting injury and discuss 
the role of MRI and B- Scan ultra-sound. 
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Figure 5 Fundus picture showing vitreous and peripapillary haemorrhage, 
recessed and disorganized optic nerve.

Discussion 

Optic nerve avulsion (ONA) is uncommon presentation of 
ocular trauma, where the optic nerve is forcibly disinserted from the 
retina, choroid and the lamina cribrosa. Both complete and partial 
avulsions have been described.3,4 It typically results from blunt injury 
to the orbit, concussion of the globe or massive trauma to the face.5 
Accidents with motor vehicles and bicycles, stick injuries and falls 
are the common causes of optic nerve avulsion.6,7 Several mechanisms 
have been postulated; sudden extreme rotation of the globe, sudden 
rise in intraocular pressure leading to the expulsion of nerve out of 
scleral canal or sudden anterior displacement of the globe. 1, The 
mechanism of ONA depends on the type of injury. In all cases, sudden 
forces result in tearing of the optic nerve fibers at the level of the 
lamina cribrosa. Review suggests the most common mechanism of 
injury is a severe rotation of the eye leading to rupture of the optic 
nerve fibers and anterior displacement of the globe.8

When the direct trauma, like a finger or pointed object entering 
the globe, the front of the globe may be rotated toward the object 
and pushed forward. 2 The torsional and stretching forces on the 
nerve may result in tearing of the optic nerve fibers, usually starting 
at the area of the nerve opposite from the location of the entry of the 
object.9,10 In our patient, a finger entering the inferior aspect of the 
orbit, resulted a partial avulsion of the superior aspect of the optic 
nerve. The lack of retinal pallor in the inferior retina is suggestive of 
preservation of the inferior retinal arterioles, if not the nerve fibres 
themselves were intact. 

The diagnosis of ONA is most often made clinically. If the media 
is clear, the disc is seen to be replaced partially or totally by a hole 
with variable amounts of surrounding retinal hemorrhages. Direct 
visualization of the optic nerve may not be possible due to vitreous 
haemorrhage, in which case ultrasound and MRI imaging can aid the 
diagnosis. MRI scanning may not be sensitive enough to detect all 
cases of avulsion.3, 4 B- scan ultrasonography has also been reported 
to aid in the diagnosis of ONA. Simsek et al.11 reported that B- Scan 
U/S detected ONA clearly, whereas Foster et al 3 reported B-Scan U/S 
evaluation failed to detect ONA in 4 cases. So far to the best of our 
knowledge, eight cases of ONA secondary to basketball injury have 
been reported. And 7 of the cases were due to finger injury while one 
patient was secondary to basketball. Similar to our case there was no 

discerptions of protective goggles. Including our patient, five of them 
had superior partial avulsion. Except one case, all of the cases were 
reported to have vitreous hemorrhage.1,2,12–15

Conclusion
Even partial avulsion of the optic nerve can cause severe loss of 

vision. Given the clinical findings of the anterior segment of the eye 
and location of ONA in our case, sudden extreme rotation of the globe 
is likely the mechanism of ONA in cases due to basketball injury with 
finger poke. This case report showed the helpful role of MRI and B- 
Scan ultrasound in detecting ONA.
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